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PRESS RELEASE 
 

CSS Adds Two Decades of Experience to JDE Practice 
 

Charleston, South Carolina (July 27, 2011) – Jay Leis, a veteran consulting professional with a focus on system 
transformations, joins CSS as a Director in our JD Edwards practice. Leis will leverage two decades of experience 
in enterprise systems strategy and global ERP implementation to help CSS clients across the nation meet their 
business goals. 
 
Leis came to CSS from Oracle where he managed the JD Edwards portfolio for Oracle’s Consulting Practice 
across 13 states.  “When considering a change, I looked for the organization that leads the pack delivering JD 
Edwards’ services. CSS has been recognized time and time again for its work with JDE.  It was clear to me that 
this was the best place to be.  I’m excited to be part of this top-notch team. We will use our collective knowledge 
to help JD Edwards clients get the most out of the solutions,” Leis says.  
 
A former practice manager at Deloitte Consulting and Arthur Andersen, Leis has served as a trusted adviser to 
executives in industries such as Industrial Manufacturing & Distribution, Industrial Chemicals, Consumer Goods and 
Life Sciences.  
 
Leis’ industry and application experience will add strength to CSS’ robust JDE practice. “CSS has a reputation for 
bringing on the best talent in the industry – we won’t settle for anything less. The experience and passion that Jay 
brings to the table was a natural fit for the company and we’re thrilled that he’ll bring his extensive experience 
to the CSS family,” says Kirk King, CEO, CSS International.   
 
 
About CSS:  
CSS is a leader in deploying Oracle enterprise solutions for mid- and large-sized companies. CSS offers a 
single source for all application, technology and process implementation and business process improvement 
needs. The CSS project approach is based on decades of industry experience, a unique Change 
Management program, sustainability and a deep-rooted sense of professional integrity. CSS exclusively 
supports the Oracle product line and is a multiyear Oracle North America Titan Award winner for 
excellence in sales, marketing and solution development and deployment. With an unmatched record of 
success, CSS has helped hundreds of companies implement complex technology solutions. CSS is 
headquartered in Charleston, SC, with operations throughout the United States. For more information on 
CSS, visit www.CSSus.com. 

 


